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The content available on this site is confidential information specific to a specific client of the company, the insurance company Of zurich Ltd. Access to this content is subject solely to the terms of the written agreement between the insurance company Ltd and the relevant client. Only persons with access rights under the terms of this agreement have access to content on this site. If you don't have those
rights, move away from this site and don't access its content. This article is usually available exclusively to subscribers. For a limited period of time, you can enjoy all the benefits of an online subscription for free for 14 days. Sign up now to read this article in full and enjoy unlimited access to premium online content, the digital edition of the latest issue, and an online archive of back questions. In addition, as
a registered user, you will be able - Access unlimited industry news disruption as it happens Subscribe to a selection of daily and weekly Registration newsletters to view the free premium content of zurich Online goes live for brokers to trade SMEs and specialty businesszurich has launched its new brokerage trading platform for SMEs and specialty business - zurich Online. The insurer says the platform,
built in collaboration with brokers, demonstrates a broader commitment to zurich modernization, creating a digital experience that is intuitive, faster and more flexible. The city's online will be supported by the Centre of Excellence in Leeds and Cardiff, which houses specialist underwriters who have the right to make decisions and provide faster answers. The insurer has also revised and improved its SME
policy as part of this launch, including a new digital combined product that includes seven existing products in one, including Cyber, contractors of all risks, and legal costs. THE head of SMEs Paul Tomb said: We have always listened to our brokers and we have consistently sought to modernize, evolve and explore new ways to make zurich easier to deal with. We have a hunger and desire to help brokers
win and maintain the SME business, so this launch represents a very significant and exciting step forward for zurich and the offer we offer to our brokers and their clients. SMEs are the blood of the UK economy and we understand that SMEs have a strong and direct emotional connection to their business - they have worked hard to build it, we are working hard to protect it. We use cookies to provide you
with a responsive service to make your experience with our website (s) better. Please confirm that you agree with our use of cookies in accordance with our cookie policy. Continuing to use our We will assume that you are happy to receive non-privacy intrusive cookies. Please keep in mind that if you disable the cookies some of the features on the site won't work. Also, read our cookie policy to learn more
about our use of cookies and how to disable cookies. Accept and continue Extranets have become standard in insurance industry -- but we don't believe in just delivering the standard. We know brokers value efficiency, but because you also value differentiation, our electronic trading products are always innovative, niche or both. Because we go beyond the ordinary, our appeal lies in our underwriting; We
develop products for risks that other companies cannot or will not take into account. Our non-standard products can be found on industry software homes because we know that our brokers rely on them for a wide selection of products and back office support. We don't just build products for the software house industry however; We also build our partners' own customized systems. All of our products are
designed and supported by underwriters, so we know that the products we build will be sold. We want to move away from the similarities and work in markets where only specialists work. Our uniqueness, breadth and depth are why people want to work with us. As a result, we create unique assemblies for intermediaries of all shapes and sizes, from the smallest and most niche to household brands; These
partners turn to us for products for hard to place, fold-off, even unheard of. We also used our knowledge of custom assemblies to develop our own system. Our easy-to-use pen Central hub offers a wide range of specialized products, as well as an exceptionally intuitive and easy-to-use hub. 377w601m3.4 377w601m3.4
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